For given hypoelliptic polynomials P and Q, classes r^(O) and rg(fl) involving Gevrey type estimates on the successive iterates of the corresponding differential operators are defined. The equivalence of the inequality |ß(f)[2^C(l+|P(f)|2)\ fGR", and the inclusion r£(íí)<=rg4(Q) is proved.
Another characterisation of the ellipticity of P(D), based on a theorem of H. Komatsu [3] , is given by the following condition:
A C°°-function « in a domain £i<= Rn is analytic in O if and only if, for every compact subset K^Q, it satisfies the estimates
where || \\K is the L2-norm over K and A is a constant depending on u and K.
Conditions (I) and (II) are therefore equivalent. In this note we prove that the above equivalence is a particular case of a more general correspondence between the growth of hypoelliptic polynomials on R" and the width of classes of C^-functions defined by some "Gevrey type" estimates.
Let £2 be an open subset of Rn and p a nonnegative number. We denote by rp(Q) the pth Gevrey class in Q, i.e. the set of functions u e C°°(Q) with the property : To every compact set K^z Q there exists a finite constant A (depending on u and K) such that (1) sup \D°u(x)\ ^ 4l«l+1(a1!H«a!y ' " " («J)P, xeK for any multi-index a=(a1; a2, • • • , an).
In view of Sobolev's lemma (see [3, Lemma 2]), condition (1) is equivalent to the condition (10 \\D°u\\K^BW+1(*x\y(a2\y---(oLn\)» with another constant B. If F is a polynomial on Rn, we denote by rP(Q.) the set of all functions u e CK (Í2) with the property : To every compact set K<^ Ü, there exists a finite constant B (depending on u, K and P) such that
Note that in conditions (1') and (2) we can use the powers a*> andy', respectively, instead of the factorials (Stirling formula!). In that case it is convenient to set 0°=1.
If u is a function on D. and O'cfj, we denote by u\Q! the restriction of u to Q'. We also write Q'ccüto designate that the closure Q' is compact and Ö'cQ.
Let now F be a hypoelliptic polynomial and Q an arbitrary polynomial. Then there is an «>0 such that, for some constant C, Proof. If the inclusion (4) holds for some h, it holds also for every h'>h. Thus, by what we have said before, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for h=p/v, where p and v are integers >0. In this case condition (3) can be written in the form
with some constant C (not necessarily the same as in (3)). Let Q be a bounded open subset of R" and D.ô, <5>0, the set of points x e Í2 whose distance from CO is greater than ô. By a theorem of L. Choose any p0 such that
we prove the conclusion of the theorem for any p ^ p0.
Given an integer k^.1 and a <5>0, we apply (6) 
lia^DMIIff > Ak<+1(ki\y.
The function o = 2;=o 2-¡v¡ is in r£>-1(Q) and therefore in TP(Q). But, in view of (15)-(19), ||Q*(i>)i;||n. > 2-< WQ'XDXWv -2 2"3' llßfci(£>Klln'
This means that v does not belong to r£(Q), which is a contradiction to (13). The lemma is thus proved.
Theorem 2. If the inclusion (4) holds for some nonempty bounded open set Í2 and some p, /?>0, then the polynomials P and Q satisfy condition (3).
Proof.
Let Q' be any nonempty open set such that Í2'<= cû, Then, by our hypothesis and the lemma (with p' = ph), there exists an N>0 such that {u\Q':ueYp^(Q.)}cY^h-N(ü.').
Moreover, the restriction mapping w->-m|Q' of rf^Q) into Y(£'N(Q') is closed and therefore continuous. Thus there is a constant C such that qçr.Ph.N(u\Q')uCpn.p.i(u)> u e Yp1^). In particular, for u(x)=eH*,x>, f e /?", we obtain We now use (21) and (22) to estimate both sides of inequality (20). This leads to the condition exp(è1IO(f)l'/'"1) ú C2 exp(¿2|P(í)lI/"), S g Rn where bx, b2, C2 are positive constants. Hence it follows that \Q(S)\1/phQ 0+l-P(£)l1/p)> fe-K", with another constant C3, and we see that condition (3) is satisfied. The proof is thus complete.
We now combine the above results with the following strengthened version of Komatsu's theorem, mentioned in the introduction. Proof.
Since Q is elliptic, there is a constant C such that |f"|2 = C(l + |ß(|)|2), £eRn, for every multi-index a with |a|5:JM. Making use of this condition one can prove Theorem 3 by modifying slightly the proof of Theorem 1. We omit the details.
Corollary.
Let P be a hypoelliptic polynomial such that, for some constants C, «>0, 
